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Economics, identity, and whiteness

Public policy and the 
institutional legacies of 

white supremacy



Economics, identity, 
and whiteness



Economic principles you should care about

Institutions

Public goods provision

Redistribution

Keeping the plumbing working with norms and rules

Public goods, externalities, monopolies, information

Fairness and equity



Without these, society breaks

Institutions

Public goods provision

Redistribution

Nobody trusts anyone; hare-hare defection

Underprovision of public goods

Underprovision and underinstitutionalization is unequal



Shared national identity is 
essential for all three

Countries with less ethnofractionalization
and greater identity have stronger welfare 

systems and more public goods



Unequitable public policies

Decreased public goods provision

Unequal access to institutions

Increased fractionalization

Unequitable public policies





Who gets to be an “American”?

Catholics? Irish? Italians? Chinese?

Japanese? Mormons?African Americans?

Full benefits of citizenship have 
been contingent on “whiteness”





C. J. Rudd, "Mormon Elder Berry—out with his six year olds, who take after their mothers," 1904



Twin relics of barbarism Slavery Polygamy









Mormons had to prove their 
“whiteness” to gain access to 

political and economic 
institutions

So have many other ethnic 
and religious groups

MASSIVE GLARING EXCEPTIONS



Public policy and the 
institutional legacies of 

white supremacy



…the most intractable and longest 
lasting aspect of American 

ethnofractionalization

…an area where public policy has 
(very) often been (very) detrimental

Slavery



Why are assets important for wealth?

Assets vs. income



“It’s all right to tell a man to lift himself by 
his own bootstraps, but it is a cruel jest to 
say to a bootless man that he ought to lift 
himself by his own bootstraps.”

—Martin Luther King, Jr.
May 8, 1967 NBC interview



“40 acres 
and a mule”

The 
Freedman’s 

Bureau

Designed to 
promote 

assets



Homesteading 
Act of 1862

160 acres 
in the west

Distributed 80 
million acres by 
1900, mostly to 
white settlers

(Promoted assets)



Designed 
to boost 
assets

Access to 
programs was 
unequal and 

racialized



Implementation 
of FHA was 

systemically 
racist

andhs.co/atl-redlining

andhs.co/atl-airport



HOAs, zoning, and white flight in Atlanta



Civil rights laws in 1960s banned redlining



ncase.me/polygons/











“It is the unearned birthright of inheritance or 
other family transfers that has the greatest effect 
on wealth accumulation, and likewise is the 
largest factor erecting barriers to wealth 
accumulation for people of color.”

Darity, et al., 3

“There’s no amount of lattes and avocado toast 
that you can forego that will take the place of an 
FHA mortgage to your grandfather.”

Mehrsa Baradaran



Capitalism and the free market?

Policy solutions











Capitalism and the free market?

Postal banking

Policy solutions

Black banks



Baby bonds

Capitalism and the free market?

Federal job guarantee

Policy solutions

Reparations



Target assets, not income, 
for lasting change

Policy solutions

Institutional reform/replacement 
more effective than individual actions


